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Topic: Smart buildings  

 

Towards the Future 

 

The phrase “smart building” is on everyone’s lips because intelligent building 

technologies offer enormous potential.  

We talked with Mathias Burger about when investment in a smart building is worthwhile 

and what needs to be taken into consideration. Mathias Burger also explained how the 

lighting infrastructure can provide major benefits. 

 

IoT 4 Industry & Business: When does it make sense to invest in a smart building? 

Mathias Burger: Energy efficiency is a major reason for investing in a smart building. 

Buildings account for almost 40 percent of total energy consumption and therefore have a 

major role to play when companies are looking to reduce energy and building costs. The 

use of sensor systems and direct interaction with the building enables greater focus than 

ever before to be placed on user requirements and optimal working conditions – leading 

to a greater feeling of well-being and higher productivity. New data-based services such 

as room management will reduce operational building costs and streamlining business 

processes. Customer navigation in supermarkets will boost sales. 

 

IoT: What do companies need to know about investment? 

Burger: Basically, investment in smart building technology makes sense if the building is 

so large that the person in charge of the building – the Facility Manager, for example – 

can no longer keep track of all the various operations. And precisely this person needs to 

be heavily involved in the investment process. Without their willingness to implement 

improvements with the aid of the new system the investment will not show positive 

results. What this means in practice is that it is essential to invest beyond the system itself 

and that evaluation and actions based on the collected data must be integrated in the 
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business processes. Another tip is to rely on existing standards and open or modular 

systems. This will minimize risk as you will be investing in an expandable future-proof 

system. One more recommendation: the more areas of a building that are automated the 

greater the return on investment. The (sensor) data of the various systems can be used 

for the entire building technology system to achieve more efficiency benefits. At the same 

time, far-reaching conclusions can be drawn in the area of data-based services – the key 

phrase here is “big data”.  

 

IoT: Which types of building can function as smart buildings? 

Burger: In principle, all types of building can benefit from the use of intelligent building 

technologies, but in different ways. In offices and factories the reductions in costs and 

energy consumption are a great benefit. Presence data – collected via sensors – can be 

used to optimize room management in office buildings. This enables the company to 

know how well conference rooms, offices and communal areas are being used. The 

operator can then improve the use of the building and make considerable savings on 

costs – an important factor particularly in expensive city centre locations. In industrial 

buildings one of the practical applications is asset tracking, namely the management of 

operational and production resources. It enables specific tools, for example, to be 

automatically located. In the healthcare sector on the other hand the focus is very much 

on the person, and consequently on optimising safety, comfort and service. In bricks-and-

mortar retailing the customer experience plays an ever greater role in times of when 

people are increasingly shopping online. Commercial buildings are therefore being 

tailored more and more to the needs of customers. An indoor navigation system will help 

people find their way in large shopping centres, for example.  

 

IoT: What makes a smart building? 

Burger: A smart building is one in which the technical facilities of a single-purpose 

building such as an office building, airport, shopping centre, healthcare facility or factory 

are automated. And there are various levels of “smartness”. The minimum requirement for 

a smart building is that the building should react ad hoc to its environment – for example 

by using daylight sensors to controlling the lighting. The system reacts on the basis of 

rules that are set by humans. In the next stage the building not only reacts ad hoc but 

also on the basis of collected Cloud data. These empirical values are used for data-based 
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control which humans teach the system with the aid of predefined algorithms. At present 

we are on the way to the third stage in which there is a certain level of data autonomy. 

The system generates knowledge automatically and in self-automated fashion from 

experience, learns from that experience and optimises itself – made possible by machine 

learning, as used in other areas. In future, systems will detect anomalies themselves and 

correlate them with other data. Using this as a basis, the building will not only recognise 

“irregularities” in the operation and use of the building but will also be able to start 

analysing the cause and provide possible recommendations to remedy the error or 

optimise operation.  

 

IoT: How can light contribute to a smart building? 

Burger: At Tridonic we are convinced that light will play a crucial role in the Internet of 

Things because it is ubiquitous, digital and connected. It provides the infrastructure for a 

smart building by enabling various systems to be interconnected and controlled. 

Luminaires will become sensor hubs in smart buildings. That means that all the data that 

the sensors collect can be generated via the lighting network. To turn this vision into 

reality we have developed a toolbox by the name of net4more which interconnects 

luminaires and enables any type of sensor to be integrated, making it the backbone of a 

smart building. The system does not require any gateways and is based on open 

standards. Specialists from various industries can therefore work together easily and 

efficiently, offering the end customer a complete solution, the value of which exceeds the 

individual solutions. 

 
Mathias Burger 
Director Strategic Partnerships and System Design at Tridonic  
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Caption  

Buildings account for approx. 40% of total energy consumption and therefore have a 

major role to play whenever companies are looking to reduce the energy consumption 

and the energy and operating costs of a building. 

 

 


